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Background

Introduction
During the last decade.
facturers,

particularly

in

industrial

Europe,

documentation

of

micropirting

before approving

a gear oil for use in their equip-

ment. The development
lubricants

has been

understanding

of the

of

limited

Micropitting

gear manu-

began to require
performance

micropitting

resistant

ual additives

in combined. rolling and sliding contacts
under Elastohydrodynamic

(EHL)

mixed

or

the chemical

generation

produce

gear oils.

characteristic
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,

composition
to strongly

of a lubri-

influence

this

Typically, the failure may start
surface

at a shallow

a continuous

Suggested Remedv

cracks.

The

angle to the surface

fractured

surface

dull matte appearance

is applied

with a

that is vari-

gears, Micropittiag is the

10

ferred term. Tbeterms

Reduce to O.311m
Retained Austenite
Use Highest Practical Viscosity
Reduce the Coefficient of Friction
Run at High Speed (for a thicker EHl film)
Reduce Oil Temperature
Use Properly Se'lected Additives
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bearings.

Micropitting

is generally,

but

1101

neces-

sarily exclusively, a problem as ociared with
heavily loaded case hardened
Unlike macropitting.
to see, particularly

gears.

micropitting

under

is difficult

under the conditions

In the laboratory,

tional lighting,

a microscope

of field

with a clean gear
with good

direc-

micropitting

takes on the appear-

ance of etched glass.

In the

field, the tooth surface

must be illuminated

from various angles to see if

the characteristic

.c 12'

this

failure mode when it occurs on rolling element

mounted

.
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pre-

peeling or general superfi-

cia! spalling have also been used to describe

in peetions.
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as

ously called gray staining. frosting or micropitting
when it
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COJll-

such

micropirs with characteristic dimensions
ofapproxirnately 101-lm.The micropits coalesce to
fanning

Lubricant Viscosity
Coefficient of Friction
Speed
Oil Temperature
lubricant Additive Chemistry

Lubrication

Lubrication

conditions

of numerous

cracks propagate
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Gear Surface: Roughness
Reduce Austenite Level

is

load. speed, sliding and specific film

micropirting and (2) a helical gear test used to
study micropirting performance
of formulated

IFactor

that

during the first W5 to 106 tress cycles with the

Table t+Factors Influencing Micropitting and Suggested Remedies.
Influencing

operating

wear phenomenon.

to conduct small
of additives

EHLlBoundary

cant has been found

tudies of the effects of individ-

and combinations

phenomenon

operating

thickness,

promotes micrepitting and by
a lack of readily available te ting for evaluation
of the micropirting resistance of lubricants. This
paper reports results of two types of testing: (1)
scale laboratory

observed

temperature,

by which certain

lubricant chemistry

the use of a roller disk machine

wear

high rolling

fatigue

ditions. Besides

both by a lack of

mechanism

is an unexpectedly

contact

i

Micropitting

,e 10

the gear

tooth.

micropirung

matte areas can be revealed .
may occur almost
However,

research

anywhere
shows

all
that

is most likely to occur at local areas

of high load, or areas associated

with hlgher slid-

ing duringthe gear tooth contact cycle. For this

reason,
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Fig .. l-Plot
sl1ow.ing the progression: of micropitti11g wear during Roller Disk
macIJi.lI'e experiments for various ISO
100 indllstrial geQr and circulating
lubricants.
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micro pitting is often found in the adden-

dum and dedendum

of the tooth profile and at the

edge of the gear tooth if the gears are misaligned.

It

has also been observed

tracks

local

that

raicropitting

often

high spots in the surface topography

a ociated with high stresses.

The progression of rnicropitting may eventualIy result ill macropiuing .. If pits form they often
di play a characteristic arrowhead or fan hape.
with the pointed end atihe edge of the micropitted
area There are also reponed cases where the
micropitting progresses up to a point and top.
sometime described as a form of running-in or
stres relief. Although il may appear innocuous.
such loss of metal from the gearsurface cause 10 S
of gear accuracy increased vibration, noise and
other related problems. The metal particle
released into the oil may be roo mall 10 be picked
up by oommonly used filters, butlarge enough to
damage tooth and bearing surfaces (Ref. 1).
MicropitUng 'tests
The factors that are reported to influence
micropitling (Ref. 2). along with uggestrons for
preventing the problem. are hown in Table I.
The election of preperlyaddinzed lubricants
is the most difficult parameter to determine.
Ueno, et al , (Ref. 3), found in their te ling that
anti cuffing additives (often referred 10 as EP
additive ), in iii GL-5 type lubricant cau ed micropitting to increase. Certain
pecification lest •
uch as the Timken OK Load Te t, FOllr Hall EP
Te t and the FZ-GScuffmg Test requirethe u e of
such anti- cuffing. dditive .
There i no globally accepted test for determining the effect of the lubricant on gear micropitting. However, the Lest reported in me FVA
(Forschung vereinigung Antrieb technik,
the
German
Re earch Association
for Dri e
Technology) Intormation Sheet No. 5411-EV ha
gained wide pread acceptance
among gear
builders and customers. In thi te I. the failure is
determined by the degree 10 whieh micropitting
causes a deviation from the original gear involute
profile. If invohne measurement equipment is
unavailable, the micropining can be tracked using
a combination of micropitting area and weight
loss. which is compared with table and pictures
characteristic of reference lubricants willi different levels of micrcpitting protection.
Experimental. Roller Di k. Program
The FVA micropiLling gear procedure can be
used to creen the perfonnance of variou lubricant option . However, disk machine offer a
more flexible platform on which to conduct te L
10 evaluate the influence of various operational
and lubrication
parameter
on rnicropining.
Webster and Norbert (Ref 4) have de cribed the
development 'of a roller di k te t procedure thar
successfully reproduced many of thea pects of
micropitting observed in gear testing. Significant
findilng from this preliminary work were:
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Table 2-Gear Design and .operational Variables lor Helical Gear Mlcroplnll1g Tests.
Gear

Pinion

55

25

25

25

.0.297

0.135

0.304

0.148

MineraJ

Synthetic

Kinematic Viscosity at 40°C leS)

68

168

Kinematic Visc:osity atl00·C IcS)

8.5

10.4

Number

ot Teeth

Normal Pressure Angle (degl
Pitch Diameter (m]
Outside Diameter [rn]

I

Helix Angle (degll

19.75

AGMA Duality Number

13

Center Distance 1m)

0.216

Surface Roughness (rms)

0.81 mm

Surface Hardness (HRC]

58-60

Gear Material (carburized to
0.1016-0.1270 cm deep],

4820 Steell

Face Width (m)

0.0286

Gellr Speed (rpml

lIJOO

Power (kWI

625

Oil Temperature (DC]

82

Torque

5966 Nm

Dill ViscDsity

0.5 (appro)!.)

Film Thickness (Lambda)
i

I

i

•
nder rolling! licling condition , the slower
moving surface is more prone to micropilting.
• Increasing the specific film thickness (i.c. ratio
of lubricant film thickness to combined surface
roughne s) from 0.92 to 2.32 moderately reduced
micropiuing damage versu the virtual elimination of micropining with poli hed urfaee giving
a specilic filmthiclrne s of 5.62.
• Micropitting is drastically reduced at low, non-zere
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Table 3-0ils

Despite

IJsed in the Helical Gear Test Program.
Type
Mineral EP
Mineral EP
Synthetic AW
Synthetic EP
Synthetic EP
Synthetic EP
Synthetic EP
Synthetic EP

Oil

A
B
C
D1
D2
D3
D4
H

the scatter

FVA Test Result
Medium

The resuks for the synthetic

High
High

additive

Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium

systems

provides

ment :in micropitting
from

these

results

High

gear

obtained

directional

oil tests

oil

anti-wear
improve-

performance.

The results

well

compare

with the same lubricants

the FVA micropitting

wi!h
using

gear test and suggest a good

between, the roller disk machine

and

FVA test methods.

1

To further investigate the influence of additives
a test was conducted on the unad-

on micropitting,

__ MInerai a....all + NiIrog;en
AnU_,

14 ' ",*Mlrtel1!lBase all • Nit!'Ogt!1AAHM/lr l' • SullY!' Anfi_J
12"

PAO circulating

suggest that the use of less aggressive

18 - ...g..MI~tal 'BueOIi. SuHIJ,',Antlwes. 1
16.

with the mineral

and synthetic based gear oils yield similar results.

correlation
20 - -Q-'Mlneral,Base 011+ IPhOlpborul"nUwnr

associated

gear oils, the results show that both the mineral

ditized mineral base oil used in the mineral, gear oil

,

with the fully for-

test The results are compared

......-l.Iln eral'Base all • Pho.phoruo Anllwearl + Sulfur "ntlwea, 1

onset

mulated gear oil in Figure 2. The

I

micro-

of

pittiag is delayed and. the final result corresponds
to the lowest of the three fully formulated

gear oil

results. This result confirms the significant

impact

that lubricant additives can have on rnicropitting,
Obviously,
1.2

1.B

1.6

meet

2

gear oils must contain additives

various

Fig. 3-Roller
Disk Machin.e micropittirzg test results showing the .influence of
individual additive components from a typical ISO VG 150 sulfur-phosphorusbased gear oil package.

protection

performance

and

specification

not the least of which is to provide

requirements,

Contact Pressure (GPs)

to

against

wear known

the severe

as scuffing

form

of adhesive

that can occur in gear

tooth contacts. Thus, the challenge

of developing

next generation gear lubricants is to arrive at a base
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stock and additive composition

Base 0111
+ Sull'ur Antlwear 2
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Base 0111
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various performance

to obtain good micropitting
of different

14

;!I.i

i

additives

of the impact

technology,

micropitting
of

and base stocks. In a first series of tests,

individual

components

and combinations

ly found in conventional
I

typical-

sulfur-phosphorus

in [SO VG

gear

2-

oils were tested

0

stock. The results shown in Figure 3 indicate that

'I.B

i2l

the sulfur based antiwear

Contact PreSSU~9(GPa)

Fig, 4-Roller Disk Machine micropittillg results Jor a range of alternative .sulfur- and pJlOsph.orus•.based antiwearadditives blended into minera.l base stocks.
slide to rollratios (e.g. a slide to roll ratio of 0.0095).
The variable

load method as described

erence 4 has been used to investigate
lubricant

composition

on micropitting.

Figure

1

al base stock results from figure

1 does not pro-

2,

we find that it

may even improve upon base, stock-only
mance.

Both (he nitrogen

wear additives

showed

a significant

to either of' the e two resulted

using

va

nificant improvement

The two SUlfur-phosphorus

the anti-wear
to provide

and anti-scuffing
Tirnken

greater than 60 lbs, The
culating

level

of Timken

OK

gear

to provide
load

in a sig-

From these

results it was concluded. that sulfur additive
in some

way

However,

results from mixtures

results

FZG fail

but does not provide
OK

in performance.

gear oils

load

protection.

By

to reduoe

the sum of the results

components
additive

to

of the sulfur

additives

ynthetic PAO based cir-

oil was formulated

stage I 1 scuffing protection
a high

100 industrial

The addition

anti-

tendency

micropining.

of ISO

perfor-

and phosphorus

antiwear

a series

base

against the miner-

produce

required
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the effect of

additive

Comparing

from the tests conducted

lubricants.

G~"'R

in ref-

mote micropitting.

150 mineral

shows results obtained

contain
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component

tests were conducted on different combinations

12
10

4i

the

protection,

In order to gain an understanding

.. i
8,
.. ,:j

~

that balances

needs against the requirement

micropitting

I acts

damage.

are not necessar-

gained

on individual

so the benefit from the use of sulfur

1 may not be reproduced

w:ith additional

when combined

additive technology.

In a second series of tests. the performance

a

of

range

sulfur-

alternative

based antiwear

additive

of

and phosphorus-

were evaluated

and the

Surfacel Finisb. 11m. rms. II

general category

in the response

of additive,

Gear

-

sulfur

Table 5-Surface

additive 2 resulted in a greater degree of micropitations

are found

ulfm/pho

and mixed

tested.

The

pitting performance

of the anti-scuffing

that can be used to formulate
ation

is. no doubt,

additive

of

has an advantage

Helical
Following
a micropitting

disk

resistant

for the evaluation
However,

testing

machine

further

experi-

upon to develop
as the primary tool
performance,

was also conducted
was developed

four square gear te t rig, In a

development.

an

automated

vision system

was employed

and repeatable

mea urernent

areas

on the test gears.

gear

and te t conditions

about

the

may be found in Table 2

because

most of lIle incident

away from the camera
incidence

dark

to the
light

camera

is reflected

due to the low angle of

of the inspection

148 hours

Oil H

534 hours

roo

lated at

Lights. Any rnicropit-

light i captured by the cam-

the area

to appear

ab ence of other surface feature
light. thi

approach

white.

of the surface affected 'by rnieropining,
vides an automated
ing the progression

inspection

determined

initial

alignment

condi-

evidence

0

problems

of the failure was
not adhesive

macropits
support

area start-

area and terminating

field observations

by

been damaged
The second

that have linked

test was conducted

using Oil B,

for which a good rating in the FVA micropitting
gear test had been obtained,

This oil ran for the

rate compared

to the previous

Data for these two te Is are graphically

compared

which

exactly

engagement

match

before and after the test are
to find that the helicalgear

EngineerinR Corp,

for

ill the FVA te

made at. [(lO-hour increments.

t. Observations

Image

were

were record-

25/55

the

The nominal. sur-

found in Table 4.,
It was encouraging
test

appeared

A. B. Cardis
is an oil formulator
and
lubrication chemist specializing in gear lubrication in
rile products research and
technology department
at

pattern

tooth configuration,

face finishes recorded

the non-hunting

irxxonMobil Research and

to track

the FVA test. results,

ed in anomalies

'9. medium.

test.

in Figure 8. Note the repeated pattern in the wear
results,

F.ig. 5-PictI4re. showing the 55·.looth gear and
2§·tooth pinion used in
the helical gear testing,

I 000 hours and had a much lower pinion

of the rest development

Oil A, that had been rated fail load stage

the

micropirting.

However ..the small degree of micropitting

designated

with

to areas that have previous-

tion • the firstte l was run using the second side
gear set with a mineral oil,

and/or

at the pitch line, This result appears to

on et of macropitting

ly

wear,

of movement

with the gear , The photo-

ing in the micropitted

pinion/gear

optimum

to identify

graph in Figlll:,e 7 shows a fan-shaped

the gears from their shafts,

runs to determine

that the initiation

was al

It thu

pro-

shut

and a crack were found in Pinion

The gear and pinion were analyzed

tooth

system for follow-

was

and at the edges of

the type of damage and the cause of pining. It was

assessment

of micro pitting while av iding

the need for removing
After

In the

that may scatter

gives all accurate

in the dedendum

two large pit

micropitting

causing

wear was calcu-

Tooth #1 and a smaller pit in Gear Tooth #3.

lions due to the irregular roughness
Some of the scattered

Broken tooth
Broken tooth
Broken tooth

the teeth, At 327 hours, the rig automatically

entire

era,

Broken tooth

down due to vibration in the slave box, At this time

ted areas all a gear tooth scatter light. in all. direcof the surface.

Cause

Cracked toom

and 3OOl1ours. Tile rnicropining

There

of the micropining

lnformation

appear

Oil D4

accurate

to provide

vision .y tern is based on light
by rough surfaces, a shown in Figure
areas

36 hours
30+ hours

due to rolling contact fatigue,

The machine
6. U nworn

Oil 02
Oil D3

machine

and Figure 5. The test oils are listed in Table 3.
scattering

Modes and Hours 10 Failure.

oum

concentrated

entative of commercial

A test program

using an available

0,20-0,25
0.20--0.25

Test DUration
16U hours

ed and the amount of micropitting

gear oil The formulation

on larger gears morerepre
gears.

that anyone

of micreprtting

additional

industrial

to

over another,

was embarked

effort made use of the FVAtest

Table 6-failure

vari-

Gear Test Rig

the roller

ments. a program

0.64-<1.76

lest

the individual

assume, based on our limitedtest:ing,
cla s of additive

Gear

additives

and it would be dangerous

chemistry

0,64-0.76

results

gear oils. Till

a function

After

Pinion

in tile micro-

show that there i a large variation

finish lor Oil C.

Surface Fini!lh.llm. rms. :

I. Similar vari-

for the phospborus

pborusadditive

0,23
0.23

within a

For example,

ting than found for sulfur additive

AHer

0.51
0.47

Pinion

results are shown in Figure 4. In this case, we see
that there is a variation

finish for Oil B.

Table 4-SlIrlace

in the machine

ment system that required

result-

vi ion measure-

improvements

prior to

starting the third test A hard mount wa fabricated to replace the universal

fixture previously

used

M. N. Webster
is .Q tribologi t spedalizinR
in gears and bearing ill ri!e
corporate strategic research
department of E.uonMobil
Research Ufld Ellgineering
Corp,
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low at 0.2%J]()() hrs up 'to 7()() hrs, al

consistently

Camera Cllplures
n!nd'omly reliM:ted
IIghtltom
micropltted areas.

which point the rate increased

sharply.

Between

700 and 900 hour, the rate increased to 0.7%/l()()
hrs and! between 900 and 1000 hours. the rate wa
0.9%/1 00 hrs. The overall
slightly

the

in the first 300
hrs) with a very low rate of

amount of wear occurred
(1.57%1100

wear, 0.17%/100
Mlcf,opltted sufla"" results
In random refiedance angles.

rate was

at 0.61 %/100 hrs, however,

greater

greatest
hours

rate for the test was

hrs. For Oil C, the overall

0.5%/100

hrs, thereafter.

For Oil C. the

nominal surface finishes were recorded

before and

after the test as shown in Table 5.

Fig. .6-Sch,ematic
showing tile light-scattering
characteristics fromv,arimts surface features of the
gear tooth: under inspection.

The difference

in micropitting

wear rate was

since hom oils had the same perfor-

unexpected,

mance level in the FVA Test. However, it is interest-

ing to nOlelbat the high initial rate found injhe Oil
C tests corresponds to gears with. higher initial
roughness. This result matches well with observations that gear tooth surface roughness has a significant impact on the initiation of micropitting.
The low level of micropitting,
changes in appearance
additional
system.
localized
Fig. 7 Pitlea gear toolh from the helical gear tests
Oil Oil A. Note I'halthe pit ,appears to have slarted
from within the micropitteliarea.

lighting to compensate

Additionally,

algorithms,

which

fixed threshold

showed

levels of both micropitting

pitting.

Under

these

conditions,

based feature recognition
able to successfully

system

separate

the need to adjust the

micropitted

portion

use an adaptive

to discriminate

vision

rather than a

between worn and

unworn areas of the gear tooth, were employed.

solution
However,
The

of the tooth.

to this problem

incandescent

macro-

intensity

was not always

brightness

area from the brightness

post processing

different

and
the

micropitted

for shifts in the location of

the camera.

gear teeth

under

to locate the camera with respect to the gear

inspection. This eliminated

for the illumination/irnaging

problems
Individual

as well as the

of the worn surfaces, po ed

due to a

of the nonOne

po sible

would be to replace

the

light with a laser ba ed system.

j

this upgrade has not been implemented.

next run

was made with Oil D, a synthetic

oil that was rated fail load stage 9, medium,

r

in the

1

III the third test. the same procedure
employed

using a synthetic

oil, designated

was
Oil C,

that rated fail load Stage> I 0 higa in the FV A test.
A report
was generated containing theestimated percent rnicropitting
relative to the total
tooth contact area. A reference
data
et was

me

recorded

after run-in to be used to correct inspec-

tions made during the test for anomalies

present at

the start, which were not related

to micropining

and which would not be expected

to change dur-

ing the test. Data for the tOO-hour inspection

ilar progression

of wear to that of Oil C with most

very low incremental

wear thereafter. The test was

wear. Since we have a quantitative

measu.re of micropitting

throughout

the test, it is

after testing were the same as for Oil C.
Figure 9 compares

the results at 300 hours for

the first set of test oils. The mineral oils are rated
in the same order as the rating in the FVA test and
oils are not. These differences

ishing variations

A further series of tests wereconducted
was conducted

tions it became dear

quite different.

ion of micropitting
wear was
In the ea e of Oil B, the rate was

I

using

a new batch of test gears. The first of the e tests

time. In comparing
that the progres

may

and surface fin-

between the test gears.

possible to estimate wear rate as a function of test
Oil B with '0il C, we found

I

at 760 hrs due to vibration caused by a
cracked tooth. The surface finishes before and
stopped

well be related to manufacturing

there was a very low level of

i

of the wear occurring in the first 300 hrs ami. with

the synthetic

system.

I

which had been u ed for Oil C. This oil had a sim-

acquisition
micropitting

GEAR

side of the gear set

od are not available due to a problem with tbe data
As expected,

34

peri-

FVA test. using the second

with Oil D. From early ob ervathat this test was yielding

]1

a

different result from the first test using Oil D with
the previous batch of test gears. Mild scuffing was

I

I
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I

on several of the pinion teeth afl.er only

observed

a few hour. of run-in ..Thi te
hou

with a broken

ended with a similar

t

terminatedafter

36

tooth. A repeat

of this test

re ult. Following

modifica-

further repearte twas
initiated (denoted as Oil D4). Thi test was termieared at ] 48 hours due 10 a broken tooth and a1 0
tions

(0

the torque system

howed

igns of mild

e .3

cuffing.

was ob ervedthatthe

unworn tooth area had taken

on a mottled appearance.
tem

did

. uece

micropitted

However,

fun),

exclude

area. mt was aI

the initial micropitting

progressed.

During lhi . test it
the vision systhese

from

0 noted that

,

t lDlIU
13 u,ull,l1
TDOIh Number

1I1t.:I021222UU5

2S

.....01'*

.... OIl;'
..... QlC
.... 01 D

lest

at this point
of the micro-

due to uncertainties

in the validity

pitting measurement

under the e circum

ranees.

experience

our disappointing

S ,I ,

Fig. 8-MU::f'OpiJIed,cu:mmeasured .0,.· ,indil>idmrlpfniOR tee1hJoriliJJeremlllbricanls
and tesl times. Note II,e repeated paJ1em .obscn.ed for Illfr .co,."enrional F.P geat' oil
c'O.rTf!sponds to gear contacts associated wilh· the non.hunJing 25155 geM mtW.

'orne of

was removedasthe

The test was terminated

Following

the

2 3.4

using

Oil D with the second batch of te tgears, we elected
to 'Iry a different oil, Oil H had been developed

as a
micropitting resistant oil based on the earlier Roller
Disk Machine results and ,ltad achieved a high rating
in the FVA test. In this test. significant micropitting
(7.8%) appeared during run-in and the first 5 hours
at the test load. An additional 7.0% bad accumulated
by the U)O-ItOllIin

pection.

micropitted area appeared to
decrease in a imilar fa: Irion [0 that in the last te t of
Oil D. Once again the test was topped because of a
Thereaner,the

broken tooth. at which point rnicropitting

covered

14.37% of the pinion active flank area Table 6 summarizes the failure modes and hours to failure for the

tests conducted on the second batch of gears.
Conclustons
De pite the mixed
test, several

experience

roller disk machine
the large-scale gear te ts,
o

Results

experiments

and

from both lIte roller disk machine

and

that if all other

are Iteld constant. the compo ition of the

gear oil has a direct influence
•.Additives

cornmonly

anti- cuffing
influence

viding anti-scuffing

with the gear

liIle FVA gear test. have confirmed
variables

systems balanced

in lrucLive Ie ~OIlS were gained from

the earlier

on rnicropitting.

used in gear oil

performance

'to provide

can have a negative

on micropitting.

• There is a wide variation
formance of the anti-scuffing

in Ithe micropittiag
additivesthat

percan be

used to formulate gear oils.
• An automated machine vision system can be
applied to in situ gear in pectien to track the progres ion of micropitting.

•.Gear manufacture
influence

and finishing Ilta .3 significant.

on micropilting.

need :ior close

tolerance

order to obtain a consistent

• Balch to batch variations

which
on these

higl1ligh
variables

the
in

test.
between

Fig. 9-Micropitled
area .al3oo hOlln/or oils exhib.itillg difjerml EVA gear ie',
micropitting puformance.
ge I thai. Hi good practice 10 plan any te I cries
on one batch of gears. One g ar et from the batch
should be run with a reference oil.
• Variation in results between the helical gear and
FVA tests confirms that mi.cropitting respond to
many gear manufacturing, operational and lubricant characteristics.
• Gear oils can be formulated using new additive
to meet the combination
requirements

Ihe risk of micropitting,

of pro-

while reducing

0
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